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PREFA C E 


THE various historical and biographical works in which the 
Hungarians of the Middle Ages recorded their own origins and 
early doings arc less numerous and less important than their 
counterparts from France, Italy or Germany. Nevertheless, they 
constitute a not inconsiderable body ofliterature which is ofgreat 
value for the history, not only of Hungary and the Magyar 
people, bur of the whole of South-Eastom Europe. Naturally, 
however, before they can be safely used as historical sources, they 
require much editing and interpretation. In the case of each of 
them, its date and degree oftrustworthinessreqwre to be examined, 
and where-as is the case with the great majority of them-they 
consist of various compon0nt parts, put together by a later hand, 
rhen this investigation has to extend to the parts as well as the 
whole. Where a relationship is discernible between more than one 
of them, then the nature of that relationship must be investigated. 
Which is the original? W hich the copy? Or, if both derive from 
a lost common source, which has preserved that source the lnore 
faithfully ? 

It is essential to any historian's profitable use of these texts that 
he should know the answers- in so far as they can he ascertained 
-to these questions. Unfortunately, the answers to most of them 
are not aYailable today to any but Hungarian scholars, owing to 

the language difficulty. 
The great HtUlgarian historians and critics of the eighteenth 

century-Bel, Katona, Pray, Comides-still favoured, indeed, the 
stately if somewhat knotty Latin of their day; but although that 
generation, the firs t to take up seriously the study of Hungarian 
source-material, produced some of the best brains which have 
occupied themselves at all with the suhject, it is a waste of time to 

read them today. Such of their results as have stood the test of 
time at all have been better and more handily restated in modern 
works; while many of them have, of course, been disproved by 
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later research. In the nineteenrh century, then, when the scientific 
study of German sources was undertaken, a numher of Germa.n 
scholars engaged in that work cast Beeting glances also at the 
Hungarian texts, a few ofwhich were evell printed in the German 
series of Monumenta ; a.nd some of them-Rademacher and Zeiss
herg, in particular-made valuable contributions to the problem . 
Almost all their works are, however, cursory and usu.1lly suffer 
from rhe defects ofignorance ofHungarian history and ofa strong 
bias against the Hungarian texts wherever they diJfer from the 
German. None of them today represents anything like the last 
word on its subject. This is the case even with the studies published 
berween 1894 and 1902 by Kaindl, then a yOlmg professor at 
Czemowitz, in the Mitthei/ulIgw of the Vienna Academy, even 
though rhese srudies stand in a class by themselves among the 
German works. Exhaustive, acute, and based on a thorough 
knowledge of Hungarian history, they bring to the discussions 
very much which still holds good, and which the Hungarian 
historians of a later age would have done well not to ignore so 
austerely as they have done. But even Kaindl's latest work dates 
from little after 1900, and does not follow, but precedes the period 
when the most serious work has been done OIL the subject and the 
most important results achieved . 

When Kaindl wrote, Hlmgarian scholarship had for many 
decades added little to the results achieved by the giants of tl,e 
eighteentll century. Endlicher had published the main texts in 
convenient form in 1849, and Florianus, a little later, had pro
duced a critical edition of the same in his series of Fontes Domrstici. 
But serious critical study of the diJferent texts began only in the 
'eighties, when tl,e excellent historian, Pauler, published a series 
ofstudies in the historical periodical, Sztizadok, which were com
plementary to rhe work undertaken, almost simultaneously, by 
Marczali. The general interest in Hungary's history evoked by rhe 
approach of her millennium, which was celebrated in 1896, re
sulted in the publication of yet another collection of the texts 
(A Magyar HonJog/aUs Kllt/oi) and in an admirable srudy of the 
special problem of AnOllymUS by Sebestyen. The ball had now 
been set rolling. In the opening years of our OW11 century 
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Domanovszky began his series ofleamed studies on rhe narrative 
Chronicles. A number of his colleagues attacked other points of 
detail, often with much success. Homan, later to become Minister 
of Education in Hungary, and later still to suffer unjust and 
barbarous treatment for his political tenets, produced two gran
diose works, one on a hypothetical Gesta or common source of 
nearl. all the texts under review, aIlOrher on rhe origin of the 
Hun ~adition and the H,m Legend. Homan's pupils, led by Decr 
and Miss Barton.iek, carried his conclusions further; a few of his 
colleagues-Mad"'r, S. EckJurdt, wd others-criticised them; 
meanwhile a school of linguistics, led by Gombocz, Nemeth, 
Melich and Pais, approached the problem from a different angle 
-that of the studv of place and personal names. 

In the last thirty years an enormous amOlmt of work has been 
done, culminating in tl,e latest edition of the texts, with intro
ductions and critical notes, in the Scriptores RI!TlIt1I HlUtgaricl1fum. 

But nearly all this work is a sealed book to the non-Magyar. 
The last of the studies by a Hungarian to appear in a modern 
European language other than Magyar was that of Marczali, 
which, written in Magyar in 1880, appeared in a German edition 
in 1882. But Marczali was a very young man when he wrote this 
e"ay, which antedates evell Kaindl and precedes all the serious 
work on the subject, and it is thus in ally case long out ofdate-to 
use no harsher term for it. All the more import.1nt later work has 
been in Magyar only, with, at tl,e most, a summary in German or 
Latin. These summaries, however, tend only to present tl,e reader 
with the results argued in Magyar in larger articles or books. He 
is as a rule powerless to judge whether those results are sound. 

Some years ago I conceived the idea that it would be worth 
while for a non-Magyar who happens to read Magyar to go 
through this mass ofmaterial, which enshrines rhe results achieved 
by so maI1V learned and subtle brains, and to present its fruits to 
the non-Magyar reader in a short form which would nevertheless 
give him all that he needed to know for safe and profitable 
utilization of the texts. Imbued wirh a proper respect fo r rhe 
august scholars of modern Hlmgary, I imagined rhat Illy work 
would be purely that of a summarizer, interpreter and translator, 
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Tn and did not anticipate that it would occupy me for more than a 
th~ few months. On looking, howe\·er, more closely into the works , 
car of Homan and Domanovszky in particular (it is on thelr results 
hi~ that the whole framework really depends), I found with mingled 
al ~ interest and horror, that I could not possibly carry out the work 
.,.,! in the way in which I had proposed it to myself The labours of 
r" these scholars were always ingenious, and, on many points ofdetail , 
by illuminating ; bur their main conclusion.s seemed to me to be, with 
ar hardly an exception, del11on.strably incorrect. I was obliged there
1>1. fore to lmderrake a whole series of highly controversial and 
tf argumenrative studies Ul which by elaborate reasoning I sought to 
hi demolish their conclusions and to establish my own. Through
f; the kindness of the late Professor Lukinich, Secretary of the Royal 

I 

s 	 HWlgarian Acadel11Y, I was enabled to publish, Ul the English 
language, five of these studies (in r1uee volumes) in the Archil/1I111 

1 Ellropae Oriel/to/is, published under his auspices in Budapest, and 
c another essay appeared in HWlgarian in Szo::::adok in 1940. One 

• 	 more was printed Ul French in the Rel'lIe des Ell/des Historiqlles in 
1946; two more, completulg my series, were published in O xford 
J11 195 1. 

These studies set our what I believe to be the correer answers to 
the vatious problems involved. On the other hand, they do not 
take the place of the work which I had originally plalUled to 
undertake. With one exception they are writren in English or 
French, bur for a specialist public familiar with the problems at 
issue, i.e., primarily a Hlmgarian public ; they are full of con
troversy and quotation and, to be frank, almost wlteadable for the 
West European scholar. I have therefore now completed, and 
submit herewith, the study as I originally planned it, but resting 
on a somewhat different basis from that which I had originally 
expected. It summarizes not so much the results achieved by my 
Magyar contemporaries and colleagucs, as those results Ul so far 
as I have been able to accept them, or my own results, where I 
have been obliged to differ from other critics. I have not attempted 
to repeat here all the lengthy and weary polemics in which I 
indulged in my Stlldies. I take my results as achieved. Any reader 
not satisfied with them, and sufficiently curious to wish to pursue 
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the subject further, can fOld my arguments Ul my various Studies. 
If he is still not satisfied, there is no help for him; he must learn 
Magyar and himself attack the problems. I for one shall welcome 
this, 'for although I am f.urly satisfied of the correcrncss of my 
main conclusions, I cannot expect to be right Ul every point of 
derail, and there arc some Ul which I must frankly admit defeat. 

Finallv, I must make two apologies: one fot the large number 
ofosote;ic and asterisked symbols which I have used to denote the 
various lost texts with which this book is so largely concerned. 
I know these symbols to be irritatUlg, but I have found no way of 
avoiding their usc : the alternative of repearulg each time the long 
descriptions which they replace would be even more tedious. 

My second apology is for the egotistical and vaulglorious 
fashi~n in which J regularly refer to my own works as authorities 
for the statements made in the following pages. This is inevitable, 
since. as I ha\"C explained, the present work is essentially a pre
sentation for another public of the results of my various Studies. 
I refer to thelll because I believe tI,eir conclusions to be right
otherwise I should not have reached them; and it is oflitric usc, in 
a work especially designed for readers who do not kilow Magyar, 
to give long lists of works in that language. The Studies them
selves usually contain references to the works of the Hungarian 
scholars with whom I am associating myself or polemizing as the 
case may be; and any anxious reader may fOld them there. 

As to the plan of tllis volume : each text is taken separately, and 
a short description given ofits MSS, main editions, date, contents, 
reliability, relations to other texts, etc. I have, however, prefixed 
to this, the main part of the work, a short general skerch of the 
development of HWl garian literature during the period reviewed. 
Here I have c.,ken account of tI,ose numerous works which have 
not survived as they were written, but have left fragments or 
traces in the existulg texts. The texts described individually are 
those usually treated as contauling firs t-hand information on the 
Arpadian period ofHungarian histoty. My list is, in fact, identical 
with that of the editors of the latest collection made in Hungary
the Scrip/ores Rerum HllIzgaricamm-with triRing variants. I have 
not includcd the .4 dlllOll itiolls ofSt Stephen, which seem to me to go 
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more properly with a collection oflaws or charters. On the other 
hand, I have included the Codex Ossolil15ki and the Chronicle of 
John, Archdeacon ofGeres, both ofwhich, in my belief, the editors 
of the Scr. R.H. were mistaken in passing over ; also Friar Julian's 
letter. In describing the text I have used the abbreviations adopted 
by the editors of the Sa. R.H., all of which are obvious : also, for 
convenience, a certain number ofother abbreviations, which I list 
below. As for order, I put the texts, in general, in chronological 
order of composition, as far as this is known, but in two groups : 
the narratives, including Anonymus, first, the Lives of Saints, i11
cluding the Codex Ossolinski and the Polish-Hungarian Chronicle, 
after. I have, however, not fdt bound to adhere pedantically to 
the chronological order where another arrangement seemed more 
convenient. I have, for example, grouped together all biographies 
of a single Saint. 

The statements as to the whereabouts of MSS, etc., refer to 
1938. Many of them must since have been moved, and some 
probably no longer exist. 

All Sallis College, C. A. MACARTNEY 
OXFORD 
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